TEAP Speaking test CEFR バンド B2 受験者応答例
（E）: Examiner
（T）: 受験者
Part 1
（E）: What do you like to do in your free time?
（T）: I like to play baseball. I’ve been a member of a baseball team since I was
an elementary school student.
（E）: I’m sure there have been many events at your high school. Which event
did you enjoy the most?
（T）: The event I enjoyed most was the school festival. My friends and I made
cookies and sold them to people who visited, like students’ parents.
（E）: What kind of job would you like to have in the future?
（T）: I’d like to become a flight attendant. This is because I like to travel, so I
want to visit many countries and see many cultures. Also, I like speaking
English.

Part 2
（見本トピックカード）

（T）: Hello. May I ask you some questions?
（E）: Sure.
（T）: Thank you. First of all, which grade do you teach?
（E）: This year, I’m teaching first-year students.
（T）: Oh, first-year students, I see. The second question: what subject do
you teach?
（E）: I teach English writing.
（T）: That sounds challenging, but fun. Next, what kind of problems do you
have in class?
（E）: Students get sleepy in the afternoon.
（T）: Oh, that must be tough. My next question is, do you have any advice
for people who want to become high school teachers?
（E）: Well, teachers should be patient with their students but also with
themselves.
（T）: I understand. By the way, can I ask you what you do when your
students get sleepy?
（E）: I ask everyone to stand up and stretch.
（T）: Oh, good idea. Thank you.
（E）: Thank you. Are you finished?
（T）: Yes.

Part 3
（T）: I totally agree with the idea that it is good to teach English at elementary
schools in Japan. I have several reasons to support my opinion. First, in the
future more and more foreign people will come to Japan as tourists, and many
of them will speak English. Second, the world is getting more and more
globalized, and this process will continue, so English will be important. Lastly,
people learn foreign languages better when they are young.

Part 4
（E）: Should parents limit children’s use of the Internet?
（T）: Yes, I think so, because there are many websites that are not suitable
for children. If children discover these websites, they may be shocked or
upset. Also, too much screen time is bad for our eyes. For these reasons,
I believe parental control is necessary.
（E）: Are there any advantages to studying online rather than in a classroom?
（T）: Yes, I think there are many advantages. In Japan, for example, there are
typhoons and snowstorms. Sometimes, these cause schools to close, so
students can’t go to class. That wouldn’t be a problem if students studied
online.
（E）: Do you think reading newspapers is better than watching the news on
TV?
（T）: I think reading is always a good thing because it requires people to use
their imagination. Some people say that young people don’t like reading
newspapers, but, actually, many schools have school newspapers, and
these are popular.
（E）: Do you think social media such as Facebook and Twitter are changing the
way people interact?
（T）: Yes. In the past, people had more face-to-face contact, or called or wrote
letters to friends and family living far away. Nowadays, people use social
media for almost everything. It’s fast, easy, and cheap, so I think people

interact more often.

